
Lecture 4: future 
facilities at CERN

S.Xella



Future @ CERN

not yet approved

 approved



HL-LHC



HL-LHC

At the HL-LHC (upgrade phase 2) we expect μ=200 within a similar space

=> 10 more dots between each dot in figure above
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ATLAS upgrades HL-LHC



Performance remains similar  
to Run-2

tau identification + reconstruction

Run2

b-tagging

ETmiss b-physics



Higgs physics
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-016 

hopefully 
combining all 

channels 
we can measure 

lambda

http://cds.cern.ch/record/1956710


Vector-boson scattering
Sensitive test of the vector boson

vertices in Standard Model 

• clean observation of

   W±W±, ZZ and WZ

   scattering above

   backgrounds

• Sensitive to dimension-8

   operators at scales of

   ~1 TeV (eg arXiv:1802.02366)

significance of EWK

W±W±jj production ~11σ

➡cross section precision


Δσ/σ = 5.9%



Future @ CERN

not yet approved

 approved



FCC

https://fcc.web.cern.ch/



FCC-ee will happen first



FCC-ee



FCC-ee physics
arXiv:1601.06640

arXiv:1510.04561

Standard Model effective field theory (SM EFT) 
dim-6 operators

+ measure gHee

in the ee->H operation

mode

+ measure gHu,d,s

via H-> ρ,ω,φ + γ

right-handed N in neutrino MSM



FCC-hh



FCC-physics
Physics at the FCC-hh, a 100 TeV pp collider, CERN-2017-003-M

(HL-LHC)

30 ab-1

can access also H4 vertex



FCC-physics
Physics at the FCC-hh, a 100 TeV pp collider, CERN-2017-003-M

arXiv: 1810.11263



Other possible projects 
@CERN

• SHiP 

• Mathusla



SHiP
not approved yet

cost ~ 100 MCHF



arXiv: 1504.04956v1



Mathusla
• MATHUSLA (Massive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Stable Neutral Particles)


• planned to be a surface detector placed 100 metres above either ATLAS or CMS. 


• It would be an enormous (200 × 200 × 20 m) box, mostly empty except for the very sensitive 
equipment used to detect LLPs produced in LHC collisions.

arXiv: 1811.00927

not approved yet


signals

backgrounds



Potential
exotic Higgs decays scalar portal

.. and more (extend SUSY coverage, etc…)


